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Why are architecture salaries so low? : architecture - RedditSep 17, 2015 — I would say that the
salaries are low simply because that's what people have been able to pay architects. As a
whole, architects are not able to show that what they bring is of a unique value. Owners realized
they could pay architects far less, and now see no reason to pay architects what they used to

Where Do Architects Earn the Most Money? - InvestopediaOct 17, 2020 — Architects plan and
design buildings such as corporate offices, schools, and universities. Architects typically earn an
annual salary of $80,750, How Much Do Architects Make? - TheStreetAug 6, 2019 — And some
architects do a little of everything," according to Enoch Sears, Still, competition for such jobs,
which usually involve teams of a few 
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Three careers you thought paid megabucks - BBC WorklifeAug 13, 2016 — Architects earn an
average salary of £27,000- £35,000 in the UK (USD and architects are often paid as little as
possible, he says. “But in truth I love what I do, so I can't see myself being anything other than
an architect.” 

Why do architects make so little money? | Forum | ArchinectJan 15, 2007 — the designs of an
architect does not reach to everyone in public unlike products such as ipods and cars. this is
also why developers earn a lot of Why are most architects poor? - The Student RoomI am
intrigued as to the reasons why there is so little money in the business. 0. reply Its true that you
never see a 'poor' architect, you earn enough to have a 
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Why Am I Paid So Little- The Fresher Architect's DilemmaArchitectural profession is a slow one
as compared to most others, and it takes time for an individual to build up to a certain level and
establish a strong footholdWhy Architects are Stuck at Bottom of Construction Pay ScaleSep
10, 2018 — All this is holding down remuneration for three reasons. First, it means there is a
plentiful supply of architects competing for a diminishing volume of work. Accordingly, basic
supply and demand is a restricting the price which architectural firms and staff are able to
charge for their services

Why do architects get paid so little on average in relation toMar 10, 2018 — Of course, many
lawyers don't make much money. But then again, it is easier to become a lawyer than an
architect. You could make an argument that architects The Uneasy Relationship Between
Architects and MoneyFeb 9, 2017 — Most architects aren't quite so lucky; most of us do need to
earn a living. that would suggest otherwise, architecture is notoriously low-paying
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